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(Nineteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat

Response Details

04 What feature are you missing most? (up to 3 choices possible) (Mandatory)
Answers

369
100%

0% 9.5% 19% COUNT PERCENT

More sex poses 200 18.67%

More clothes 196 18.3%

Customizable clothes and hair 141 13.17%

More more avatar customization 128 11.95%

Soft cock option 126 11.76%

Pose editor 117 10.92%

Minigames inside game 64 5.98%

Better editor for rooms 53 4.95%

More dance moves 46 4.3%

Total Votes: 1071 100%

Com

264,885,248

Sex pose sorting. It is really annoying to a lesbian couple for one of them to grow a cock out of
nowhere. The poses are close to each other, have tiny icons, and there is no way to say "I don't
want to see this EVER". 
Second, offline mail or communication possibilities. A lot of us use discord, but not everyone has
it. If they do not, or you don't get a discord ID out of them, sometimes you can go for days without
being able to communicate with someone in game.

Monday, Jul 4th 9:54

264,876,066

We need more clothes and hair styles. Also, the update is taking way too long. Everyone is getting
anxious with no updates. A bunch of more sex poses would be awesome too! Monday, Jul 4th 9:33

264,873,654
Head or hand tracking in VR &/or while engaged in sex Monday, Jul 4th 1:56

264,870,981

it feels like you need to be a woman avatar all the time if you want any sort of options not to look
like the same person everyone else is using the men have how many options ? if you seen 20 guys
they are almost always wearing the same outfits as every other guy the only custom that seems to
be different is when they're naked.

Sunday, Jul 3rd 8:12

264,864,984
Breast play positions and penis and testicle size slider like with breasts Sunday, Jul 3rd 6:56

264,862,311
pool table game Saturday, Jul 2nd 11

264,833,368

female foot pose for flat shoes. 
Pose editor should not only ad poses to existing objects but create universal objects with poses,
for example give a spread-eagle pose to a st. andrews cross. Should have the option to see avatars
when building objects like cuffs around. Make possible to give objects to a pose like the bondage
barstool does with the rope.

Friday, Jul 1st 12:53A
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264,800,416

More male options: penis (cut or uncut) and size. And body hair PLEASE. We are not all made the
same and diversity should be a part of the fun.

Wednesday, Jun 29t
3:31PM

264,795,250

Possibly add fangs for those rp as demons or vampires, wings that can be removed like other
clothing accessories

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:01PM

264,789,522
The possibility of sending XGold Wednesday, Jun 29t

5:29AM

264,787,427

Please hear me. I am not your normal player. I am a much older player and look at this game
different than some 18 year old. I know because I have talked to people in the games and out
about this game and they all say the same thing. More body modification. If I want to be a fat old
guy.....well Iet it be so. We need to be able to edit the bodies to reflect our real world body. I am
physically fit, but most are not in their pictures. We need some bbw people, some short people
and some "Out There." people and so on.

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:39AM

264,787,380
Soft cock, and Height sliders please Wednesday, Jun 29t

12:38AM

264,787,356

Please add more immersive things to do. I would love to have professions, something to add more
to the roleplay to really get into my character. Jobs, more ways to have sex, etc/

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:35AM

264,787,269

I would like to see more customization of the avatars, specifically regarding bodies. Right now all
the bodies look exactly the same and very stereotypical. Give more options for thin-fat, lean-
muscular, facial features (lips, cheeks, etc.). Also I would really like to see more diversity in genitals.
Larger and smaller cocks will enhance the play in the game, also nice if they could become soft
then hard. Even more awesome if there'd be increased bulge-sizes on big boys. Also more real
clothing and hair options would be appreciated.

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:06AM

264,783,761

Addition of feature to remove futa options for people not into that, game bugs and adds it in
frequently. Tuesday, Jun 28th 7:

264,773,545
most of the bugs and glitches are fun, people like playing with them Tuesday, Jun 28th 8:

264,773,248

More sitting standing and lying down poses would be a lot better. With clothing the design
options are very limited. For now you can just choose the exact color but most of the people end
up wearing them solid because of limited designs.

Tuesday, Jun 28th 8:

264,770,106

lol.. only single dance poses, permanent horny cock, only a beerboddle handable, thats so poor
after so many years.. no rpg clothes, only idiotic costumes like cat and cows, no handable tools,
and sexposes, they i have used before i was 16 all..

Tuesday, Jun 28th
12:24AM

264,766,880
We need more customization all around. Nothing has changed much since 1.0 Monday, Jun 27th 8:

264,764,696

1. it would be great to add more clothes (like more dresses) and underwear (like corsets) 
2. it would be nice to add an automatic translator to the game to improve communication 
3. and you can add a room search by name and/or owner

Monday, Jun 27th 4:

264,763,298

Room editing is fine for now. Players need more options for their avatars since not much has
changed in this category since 1.0. I wish I could choose more clothes and customization for them
but the 3 I did choose I’ve been screaming for since I started.

Monday, Jun 27th 4:

264,761,673
Why prioritize only three bugs if you release every six months? :S Monday, Jun 27th 3:

264,757,983

patterns for clothing...example: stripes (checker, dots, etc.) that can have their own color and even
sizing...thicker or thinner strips and also change direction so they can run vertical or parallel or
anywhere in between

Monday, Jun 27th
11:54AM

264,756,728
All of it tbh. Monday, Jun 27th

10:15AM
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264,755,343
game starts getting boring. new features needed soon. Monday, Jun 27th 7:

264,754,141
Would like to have the ability to do more poses for the kinks - BDSM, tying up, whips, chains, etc. Monday, Jun 27th 3:

264,753,694

World editor needs scalable textures like the clothing editor is getting. More basic and advanced
shapes would also be nice. Avatars desperately need height/weight options, it would help some
people feel more immersed. Also, maybe more vagina types in regards to labia, they don' all look
alike. Minigames would be great, or some other way to spend our xgold, like maybe being able to
buy special clothes or something.

Monday, Jun 27th
12:37AM

264,752,917
2 layer clothing , sheer tops and undies Sunday, Jun 26th 11

264,752,603
Face customization Sunday, Jun 26th 10

264,752,389
Really pls more Pose fo M and W not only FF poses.... and really more pose for better Roleplay :) ! Sunday, Jun 26th 10

264,751,996

Muscle tone definition or bulk. Genital modifications like size. 
Being able to choose our own poses during sex. Or if you're in a threesome, it's hard to know who's
doing what.. so having character pose "slots". Slot 1 is receiving blowjob, slot 2 person is giving,
slot 3 person is eating out #2... etc.

Sunday, Jun 26th 9:3

264,750,617
more options for 3 person poses... more options for dommes Sunday, Jun 26th 6:3

264,750,096

1. I want four buttons for cocks (women have their four buttons). Something like Soft / Chub /
Semi / Erect.

2. Illuminate the current dance pose that you're using. (I sometimes forget -- sigh.)

3. The ability to form clubs/groups. They could charge. Maybe 4 person for free, with options for
several sizes on a pay basis.

Sunday, Jun 26th 5:3

264,749,241
Add sliders for thighs and bugger slider for butt Sunday, Jun 26th 4:1

264,748,699
more clothes options for men Sunday, Jun 26th 3:0

264,746,697

The men have been promised more clothes for years now and have got very little. Rather then
making tales and wings for men the game should of added clothing. The game has marriages and
what is there for a male to wear?

Sunday, Jun 26th 8:0

264,745,433

The clothing is still really lacking. And for men it's a joke. Adding 4somes would be nice allowing
for swapping partners and doing mmf and ffm as variations in a 4some. Cum shots like facials in
3somes would be nice to.

Sunday, Jun 26th 7:2

264,742,233
need piercings for body and face pls :D Saturday, Jun 25th

10:17PM

264,740,081
more clothes Saturday, Jun 25th

6:34PM

264,739,873

everything i couldn't tick haha: More more avatar customization, 
More sex poses, 
More dance moves, 
Minigames inside game

Saturday, Jun 25th
6:06PM

264,739,558
We need capes. There are more and more people cos-playing then ravers. Saturday, Jun 25th

5:50PM

264,738,827
that you have more options to change a face! the faces all look the same! Saturday, Jun 25th

3:20PM
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264,738,457

Clothing and costumes to approach the game on a more fantasy like level. This would give people
more opportunities to expand on their imagination while in the game. Cow girl outfits, corsets,
and different bodily shapes such as a rounder shape on stomach, athletic builds etc. Also it'd be
nice if all the men did not look particularly the same. The men need more outfit stuffs and bodily
edits. Cock sizes would be nice too.

As a vivid Role player I use the game to drag out some of my core fantasies, and in some cases I
also like to Erotic role play with my partners. It'd be nice if we could send longer messages to our
peers, at the least do so with our friends, or in groups. But non the less expand on the amount we
can type in one sitting; or per post.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:09PM

264,736,839

Pose editor will make this game absolutely blow up with content. People will take it upon
themselves to make wonderful poses of all sorts to really expand on the roleplay possibilities. And
I think that will draw a LOT of new players in as well. Pls pls pls make this happen <3 Same for
clothing options <3

Saturday, Jun 25th
2:20PM

264,731,576

I think one of the biggest lacking elements is Femdom Clothing and Poses. There is not enough for
dominate women.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:52AM

264,730,685
Option to where women don't have a cock forced on them in sex poses Saturday, Jun 25th

1:52AM

264,728,901
really want more body modifications such as body hair for males, muscle sliders for female/males Friday, Jun 24th 11:3

264,728,650
= Let other people edit your room Friday, Jun 24th 11:2

264,727,506
Body hair for men Friday, Jun 24th 10:1

264,727,350

All around more poses for sex and self should really be added. I don't think they should be too
hard to develop you can literally get hundreds for free with SIMs 4 mods. More clothes and
customization should also be a HUGE priority as it is one of the most important features of 3DX.

Friday, Jun 24th 10:0

264,726,948
More hairstyles. Friday, Jun 24th 9:40

264,726,039
I want socks for men, both normal and knee high! Friday, Jun 24th 8:35

264,725,943
i would say every single point is what is missing the most Friday, Jun 24th 8:28

264,725,731
more clothes for guys in particular. dad bods for guys - more body shape options. Friday, Jun 24th 7:59

264,725,701

Individuality is severely lacking in 3dx. I know a lot of people who still play a lower quality game
because this game has so much less customization. We all look virtually the same Friday, Jun 24th 8:04

264,725,542
But more minigames would be nice as well Friday, Jun 24th 7:48

264,724,312

1) In room tv to run video streams. 
2) Squeezable skin physics.
3) Variations in moans/sex noises. 
4) Sex speed slider for boob job pose.

Friday, Jun 24th 6:05

264,723,927

What I would like is for you to take this survey into account and not to be left only in questions
and answers, for a long time there have been different garments as proposals, but there it remains,
only in proposals and time passes and the garments remain into oblivion And so that the game
doesn't get heavier, could you delete some of the clothes that are already in the game and that
nobody uses...they are there just to occupy a space, please, I need those new clothes for the dance
group, many Thank you :))

Friday, Jun 24th 5:32

264,723,232

Clothes for men. How about a 3 piece suit that I can remove the jacket on? Or how about
something as simple as socks? How about a tie option for shirts? Friday, Jun 24th 5:06
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264,722,846

There is a huge need for more clothing options and especially, further and more extensive
customization of them. There is a dire need to be able to further customize our clothes more and
ofourse, our avatar more. Further makeup, body moles, genitals further customization, the size and
detail of our eyes size and detail (for example, demon eyes, cat eyes etc). Being able to customize
all the clothes fabric and multiple different colors on every piece of cloth (like it was shown in the
WIP channel on Discord). 
Also apart from customization, it would be nice to have some foursome poses. Even one could be
enough I believe.

Friday, Jun 24th 4:34

264,721,974

There are so many poses that could be doubled and just add some kissing to them, more options
for the same pose. Would be nice to have toys that can be used in game, either buy yourself or by
your partner with you.

Friday, Jun 24th 3:50

264,721,965

Just have same poses MF like FF, because FF has anal and vaginal version of every pose, and on MF
just one of every. And more male customization, because most of heir clothes is old and some
ones has bad textures.

Friday, Jun 24th 3:48

264,721,852
I would personally love some sex poses which involve more than 3 people. Friday, Jun 24th 3:58

264,721,765
poses that involve boobs Friday, Jun 24th 3:54

264,721,617
the guys need some chest hair Friday, Jun 24th 3:44

264,721,522
Piercings would be a great addition Friday, Jun 24th 3:41

264,721,146
Body hair for men and more detailed skin Friday, Jun 24th 3:25

264,721,143
Pose editor could be difficult to operate, thats why I gave my vote for more sex poses instead Friday, Jun 24th 3:20

264,721,034

Please update this game more there is people who pay for a whole year to only one single update
for the year... Friday, Jun 24th 3:19

264,720,993
More moves on the strip pole. Friday, Jun 24th 3:19

264,720,897
more models for building, like animals, shapes, materials... etc Friday, Jun 24th 3:14

264,718,045

- In the pose box the female penis poses should be separated out to another tab 
- When selecting a pose it should be made clearer which position will be taken by the initiator of
the pose 
- When in a sex pose it would be nice to be able to have sub-poses or moves

Friday, Jun 24th 12:2

264,716,526
No cock option Friday, Jun 24th 10:1

264,716,162

The choice of male clothes is quite limited. 
More poses for personal interaction like caressing people (head, torso, body,...), kissing people's
body (breasts, body, feet, legs,...) 
Also the possibility of kicking someone out of a group chat when needed.

Friday, Jun 24th 9:34

264,711,715
World Editor autosave Friday, Jun 24th 12:5

264,710,954
less bugs Friday, Jun 24th 12:0

264,710,523
I want more kissing poses. I want poses where breasts are being touched with lips or fingers. Thursday, Jun 23rd

11:42PM
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264,710,453
Everyhting pretty good actually Thursday, Jun 23rd

11:38PM
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